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Abstract – The purpose of this article is to get
equivalent constitutive parameters of ﬁber-reinforced
polymers with periodic arrangements of ﬁbers via
homogenization. The homogenized structure is used to
replace the original one to speed up ﬁeld calculations
without losing much accuracy. A rigorous derivation is
sketched, and computational accuracy for lossy and
lossless materials is exhibited for transverse electric and
transverse magnetic impinging waves, validation being
provided by a semianalytical approach.

1. Introduction
Fiber-reinforced polymers have many applications
in aerospace [1, 2] and other industries [3, 4]. In
particular, they offer low weight and high stiffness.
They are typically composed of a binding matrix
reinforced by long ﬁbers with different properties
(e.g., carbon or glass ﬁbers), the organization of the
microstructure inﬂuencing the macroscopic behavior.
Accurate numerical methods have been developed
to study the electromagnetic properties of such
composites, and their imaging, whenever they are
damaged. The surface integral equation method [5],
the ﬁnite difference time domain (FDTD) method [6],
or the ﬁnite element method (FEM) [7] can be run with
a periodic boundary condition applied. Yet FDTD and
FEM require a very ﬁne discretization of the ﬁbers,
which tends to be computationally prohibitive even at
low frequency of operation. As for the surface integral
equation method, it requires the periodic Green’s
function and faces convergence [8].
So, an efﬁcient approach to parametrize properties
of composites with small cost is of interest. A rigorous
method for ﬁber-reinforced laminates with arbitrary
orientation of ﬁbers in different layers [9] ensures
computational efﬁciency and accuracy and analytic
tractability as well, such as for woodpiles. Based on the
periodic distribution of ﬁbers within each layer, lattice
sums arise. Yet those converge poorly when the matrix
material is lossless, while the method works only for
circular cylindrical ﬁbers.
Several approximation methods valid at low
enough frequency are in the literature. The equivalentlayer method [10] shows good potential. It replaces
speciﬁc composites by a homogeneous equivalent slab
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material. The approach models anisotropy and arbitrary
polarization with arbitrary angles of incidence. A
transmission line model [12] is effective for singleand multilayered thin panels and can be used to
investigate carbon ﬁber–reinforced panels. Yet in both
cases, relative permittivities and permeabilities have to
be derived for different structures. Here, an asymptotic
homogenization is carried out. A periodic single layer is
replaced with a single layer with equivalent permittivity
and permeability. Primary investigations are in [11].
Simulations for lossless and lossy ﬁber-reinforced
polymers are shown to fasten the computations without
too much loss of accuracy.

2. Homogenization Procedure
The analytical model of one single-layer polymer
reinforced by a periodic array of circular ﬁbers has been
given in [9]. Here, the ﬁber-reinforced slab is replaced
by its uniaxially anisotropic counterpart with an
effective permittivity tensor. Under illumination by a
transverse electric (TE) or transverse magnetic (TM)
polarized wave, only a scalar effective permittivity is
needed. The geometry is sketched in Figure 1 with
upper and lower boundaries at z ¼ a and b. The periodic
direction is along the x axis, and the periodic unit is the
region between the two dashed lines with width d. The
area of the unit cell is S ¼ S1 þ S2, where S1 and S2 are
occupied by the matrix and by the ﬁber with arbitrary
cross section, respectively. Relative permittivities in S1
and S2 are er1 and er2, respectively.
In isotropic inhomogeneous media, one has r 3
E ¼ ixlH and r 3 H ¼ ixeE, and E and H are
electric and magnetic ﬁelds, respectively. E ¼
Ex~
z, H ¼ Hx~
z, permeability
x þ Ey~
y þ Ez~
x þ Hy~
y þ Hz~
l ¼ l0, l0 as free space permeability, permittivity e ¼
ere0, e0 as free space permittivity, where er varies with x
and z, and is written as er(x, z). Letting the plane of
incidence
parallel
with the x-z plane and with
ﬃ
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
k0 ¼ x e0 l0 , one gets
 2

ð1aÞ
r þ k02 er Ey ¼ 0




] 1 ]Hy
] 1 ]Hy
þ
þ k02 Hy ¼ 0
]x er ]x
]z er ]z

ð1bÞ

With these two wave equations, the periodic
composite can be homogenized at a low enough
frequency, meaning that the composite is replaced by
a homogeneous slab with effective permittivity er for
the E-polarized incident wave (TM) case and the Hpolarized one (TE).
Assuming a circular frequency x such that k ¼
2pc0

d and c 0 is speed of light, the incident
x
wavenumber k0 ¼ x/c0 satisﬁes k0  1. To obtain the
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d 2 Cp
 a2p Cp ¼ 0
ð8Þ
dz2
If p „ 0, Cp ðzÞ ¼ a1 eap z þ a2 , where a1 and a2 are
all constant. If a1 „ 0, there are only outgoing waves
existing in both regions z . 0 and z , 0, which is not
true, so Cp ¼ a2. Substituting it into (8), one gets that a2
¼ 0, so Cp ¼ 0. If p ¼ 0, C0 is constant. So, (6b) becomes
Figure 1. Single-layer ﬁber-reinforced polymer.

~ 1y ¼ 0
r2x;z E

effective permittivities for TE and TM waves, one takes
~ y ðx; z; ~x; ~zÞ a n d Hy ðx; zÞ ¼ H
~ y ðx; z; ~x; ~zÞ,
Ey ðx; zÞ ¼ E
where ~x ¼ k0 x and ~z ¼ k0 z. Then  and 2 become
r ¼ rx;z þ k0 r~x;~z

the same solution as (6a). Simplifying (6c) produces
~ 2y þ r2 E
~
~
r2x;z E
~x;~z 0y þ er E0y ¼ 0

ð2aÞ

~ 2y as
We expand E

r2 ¼ r2x;z þ k02 r~2x;~z þ k0 ðrx;z  r~x;~z þ r~x;~z  rx;z Þ ð2bÞ

~ 2y ¼
E

2

X

Cp ð zÞeiap x

ð10Þ

ð11Þ

p2Z

2

rx;z ¼ ]x] ~
z, and r2x;z ¼ ]x] 2 þ ]z] 2 . r~x;~z and
x þ ]z] ~
have similar deﬁnitions, but the operations are on
~x and ~z.
With TE, applying (2b) to (1a), one has

ð9Þ

r~2x;~z

with which (10) is written as

1 2 ~
1
~
~
~ y þ r~2 E
rx;z Ey þ ðrx;z  r~x;~z þ r~x;~z  rx;z ÞE
x;~z y þ er Ey
2
k0
k0
¼0

d 2 Cp
~ 0y þ er ðx; zÞE
~ 0y ¼ 0
 a2p Cp þ r~2x;~z E
ð12Þ
dz2
If p „ 0, this equation has a solution
Cp ¼ a1 eap z þ f , where f is a particular solution of
(12). If a1 „ 0, the ﬁeld in space z . 0 is inﬁnite and in
z , 0 is evanescent. If p ¼ 0, (12) becomes

ð3Þ

~ y is then expanded as
The electric ﬁeld E
~ 1y þ k 2 E
~
~ 0y þ k0 E
~y ¼ E
E
0 2y þ   

ð4Þ

Since k0 is assumed small enough, the higher the
~ y . Here, the
order of the terms, the less the inﬂuence on E
ﬁrst three are taken. Collecting terms with the same k0
integer power yields
i
1 2 ~
1h 2 ~
~ 0y
r
þ
r
þ
ðr

r
þ
r

r
Þ
E
E
E
0y
1y
x;z
~
x
;~
z
~
x
;~
z
x;z
x;z
k0
k02 x;z
~ 1y
~ 2y þ ðrx;z  r~x;~z þ r~x;~z  rx;z ÞE
þ r2x;z E
~ 0y þ r E
~ 0y ¼ 0
þ r~2x;~z E
ð5Þ

Setting to zero the terms at each integer power of
k0 yields
~ 0y
r2x;z E

¼0

~ 1y þ ðrx;z  r~x;~z þ r~x;~z  rx;z ÞE
~ 0y ¼ 0
r2x;z E

ð6aÞ
ð6bÞ

~ 1y þ r~2x;~z E
~ 2y þ ðrx;z  r~x;~z þ r~x;~z  rx;z ÞE
~ 0y þ er E
~ 0y
r2x;z E
¼0
ð6cÞ

~ 0y can be expanded as
Because of periodicity, E
X
~ 0y ¼
E
Cp ð zÞeiap x
ð7Þ
p2Z

where ap ¼ k0 sin hi þ 2pp=d. Substituting (7) into (6a),

d 2 C0
~ 0y þ er ðx; zÞE
~ 0y ¼ 0
þ r~2x;~z E
ð13Þ
dz2
Here, we have a solution of C0 ¼ a1z2 þ a2z þ a3. If
a1 „ 0 and a2 „ 0, the ﬁeld is inﬁnite when z ¼ ‘, so C0
is constant. Then (13) becomes
~ 0y þ er ðx; zÞE
~ 0y ¼ 0
r~2x;~z E

ð14Þ

Equation (14) provides a homogenized equation
associated with the macroscopic behavior. To get the
homogenized permittivity, the mean operator on S is
introduced, denoted as ,  .. It acts on function g for
variables x and y:
Z Z
1
, g. ¼
gðx; yÞdxdy
ð15Þ
S
S
Applying the mean operator to both sides of (14),
the left-hand side becomes
Z
Z
1 d=2 a 2 ~
~ 0y Þdxdz
ðr~x;~z E0y þ er ðx; zÞE
S d=2 b
Z d=2 Z a
ð16Þ
~ 0y þ 1
~ 0y
¼ r~2x;~z E
er ðx; zÞdxdzE
S d=2 b
~ 0y þ er E
~ 0y
¼ r~2 E
x;~z

with
1
er ¼
S

Z

d=2
d=2

Z
b

a

er ðx; zÞdxdz ¼

er1 S1 þ er2 S2
S1 þ S2

A Helmholtz wave equation follows as

ð17Þ
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Figure 2. Single-layer ﬁber-reinforced polymer.

~ 0y þ er E
~ 0y ¼ 0
r~2x;~z E
Since

~ 0y
]E
]~x

¼

~ 0y
1 ]E
k0 ]x ,

ð18Þ
Figure 4. Reﬂection coefﬁcients of GFRP, L ¼ d ¼ 0.1 mm, c ¼
0.25d, 60 GHz, TE.

(18) can be written as

~ 0y þ er k 2 E
~
r2x;z E
0 0y ¼ 0

The TE effective permittivity is calculated as

indicating that er is the effective permittivity with which
the scattering of a low-frequency TM wave by the
periodic composite is assimilated with the one of a
homogeneous slab with permittivity er .
For an H-polarized incident wave, (1b) is needed.
Allowing e1
r ðx; zÞ ¼ 1=er ðx; zÞ, (1b) is expressed as




]Hy
]Hy
]
] 1
1
e ðx; zÞ
e ðx; zÞ
þ
þ k02 Hy ¼ 0
]x r
]z r
]x
]z
ð19Þ
It can be expanded as
e1
r

]2 Hy
]2 Hy ]Hy ]e1
]Hy ]e1
r
r
þ
þ k02 Hy ¼ 0
þ e1
þ
r
2
2
]x
]z
]x ]x
]z ]z
ð20Þ

Noticing that e1
r ðx; zÞ in regions R1 and R2 are all
constant, the derivative of e1
r ðx; zÞ with respect to x or z
equals zero. Now (20) can be simpliﬁed as
2
2
e1
r r Hy þ k0 Hy ¼ 0

ð21Þ

~ y ðx; z; ~x; ~zÞ and expanding,
Letting Hy ðx; zÞ ¼ H
~ 1y þ k 2 H
~
~y ¼ H
~ 0y þ k0 H
H
0 2y þ   

ð22Þ

Then, as for the TM wave,
2 ~
~
e1
r r~x;~z H0y þ H0y ¼ 0

ð23Þ

Figure 3. Reﬂection coefﬁcients of GFRP, L ¼ d ¼ 0.1 mm, c ¼
0.25d, 60 GHz, TM.

er ¼

S1 þ S2
S1 =er1 þ S2 =er2

ð24Þ

3. Numerical Validation and Investigation
A single-layer circular ﬁber–reinforced polymer is
studied for both TM and TE (Figure 2). One circular
ﬁber is embedded into one unit cell, periodically
repeated along x. Numerical results are obtained with
the asymptotic homogenization and compared with
those yielded by the analytically accurate plane wave
expansion method [9].
ð2Þ
ð1Þ
A glass ﬁber (er ¼ 6)–reinforced (er ¼ 3:6)
slab (GFRP with epoxy matrix) is ﬁrst considered for
TM and TE illumination. Effective permittivities are
ðtmÞ
ðteÞ
scalar, denoted as er and er , respectively. Since the
structure is lossless, those are frequency independent.
With L ¼ d ¼ 0.1 mm and c ¼ 0.25d, effective
ðtmÞ
ðteÞ
permittivities are er ¼ 4:0712 and er ¼ 3:9068.
For obliquely incident waves, reﬂection coefﬁcients varying with the angle of incidence are given in
Figures 3 and 4 for TM and TE waves, respectively,
impinging on a GFRP at 60 GHz. Exact results and
those with the homogenized slab match well, with
largest relative errors of 0.12% and 0.9%, respectively,
for TM and TE waves.
Now consider a carbon ﬁber–reinforced polymer
with L ¼ d ¼ 0.1 mm and c ¼ 0.25d (with epoxy matrix).
Since the ﬁbers are lossy, the effective permittivities, as
given by the formulas above, vary with frequency. With
them, power reﬂection and transmission coefﬁcients can
be calculated for the homogenized slab and results
compared with exact values by the approach in [9]; see
Figure 5 for the TM wave and Figure 6 for the TE wave.
Results with the homogenized slab match exact values
quite well for TM. The highest relative error is less than
0.3%. Good results are also obtained for TE, with a
highest relative error of 4% at high frequency.
Corresponding power reﬂection and transmission
coefﬁcients vs. angle of incidence are shown in Figures 7
and 8 for TM and TE waves, respectively. Frequency is 60
GHz. Good matches are observed for TM. But if a clear
difference is observed for TE, the largest relative error is
less than 4%. In effect, =
ter can be shown to be very small
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Figure 5. Reﬂection and transmission coefﬁcients of CFRP, L ¼ d ¼
0.1 mm, c ¼ 0.25d, TM normal incidence.

Figure 9. Total ﬁeld distribution of an E-polarized Gaussian beam
normally impinging on the homogenized slab, L ¼ d ¼ 0.1 mm, c ¼
0.25d.

Figure 10. Exact total ﬁeld distribution; refer to Figure 9.

Figure 6. Reﬂection and transmission coefﬁcients of CFRP, L ¼ d ¼
0.1 mm, c ¼ 0.25d, TE normal incidence.

(increasing with frequency yet still less than 0.04 at 60
GHz), which leads to small absorption of the TE wave.
In addition, the scattering of a Gaussian beam is
calculated with the effective permittivity of GFRP.
Assume a E-polarized normally incident beam wave
with kinc ¼ 5 mm, width x0 ¼ 2kinc, and center at x0 ¼ z0
¼ 0. The ﬁeld is shown in Figure 9 and the exact one in
Figure 10. They match well, and the largest relative
error is less than 0.2%.

4. Conclusion

Figure 7. Reﬂection and transmission coefﬁcients of CFRP, L ¼ d ¼
0.1 mm, c ¼ 0.25d, 60 GHz, TM.

Microstructures of ﬁbered-reinforced polymers
inﬂuence the behavior of macroscopic ﬁelds. Numerical
analysis of the response to electromagnetic excitations
can lead to a huge amount of memory and CPU if all
heterogeneities are ﬁnely meshed.
As shown, homogenization ensures high computational efﬁciency without losing too much accuracy, a
single layer being approximated as an equivalent
homogeneous slab with effective parameters.
Numerical investigations validate the accuracy of
the homogenization, results being compared with those
obtained by the analytically rigorous algorithm with good
success, especially at low frequency. A certain level of
error is observed at relatively high frequency yet well
below 4% for all cases considered. This seems tolerable
since homogenization is computationally efﬁcient compared to, such as the FDTD and FEM. Once effective
parameters are obtained, the macroscopic performance of
multilayers with ﬁbers into different directions could be
used to replace computationally expensive methods.
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